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The Deuce 722 is a two channel audio DSp device. It is part of the Integrator Series 
line of products. most Integrator products have security to protect access to the 
system; however these changes haven’t been rolled into the 722. Thus, the Symetrix 
support team came up with a method that will secure the Deuce 722 from those who 
should not have access to the unit’s settings.

All Integrator products use Ethernet to connect to software running on a Windows™ 
pc. locking the 722 is accomplished by writing “special Ip” settings to the 722, which 
limits the discovery process located in the software’s connection wizard obscuring the 
connection to 722 hardware; hence “Security through obscurity”.

Note: you will need to document your “special” Ip settings, just as you would a 
password so that you can communicate with the unit at a later date.

By assigning “special” Ip settings to the 722, a potential unwanted user would have 
to guess 2 of the 4 bytes that make up the Ip address; both bytes can be any number 
between 1 and 255. This means that there is a 1 in 65,025 chance that a potential 
user could guess both numbers correctly.

722 Security Through obscurity.
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Steps to reconfigure the 722 IP address:

1. First connect to 722 software from your pc running the 722 software (Typically 
using Dhcp by having the local area connection on the pc set to “obtain and Ip 
Address Automatically” in the Tcp/Ip Settings).

2. In the connection wizard on the page entitled “Device configuration”, where  
the connection wizard discovers any 722 units in your network and displays their 
name and info; click the button Properties to the right of the device  
display window.

3. Go to tab “Tcp/Ip Settings” and check the radio button for “use the following Ip 
address.” This is where we are going to assign our “special” Ip address for the 
Deuce 722.

4. We are going to use a class A Ip address, using a Subnet mask of 
255.255.255.0. your Ip address should be set as follows; 10.X.y.Z, where X and 
y are both set to any number between 1 and 255 (they do not have to be set to 
the same number) and where Z is set to any number between 2 and 255 (leave 
1 open to be used for your pc Gateway).

5. Finish your Ip information by setting the Gateway for 722 to 0.0.0.0. (This means 
that a computer will not be able to connect, nor will the 722 software connection 
wizard be able to discover the 722 without being on the same subnet; in other 
words, the first 3 bytes must match such that: 722 Ip = 10.X.y.Z then the user 
would need to set their pc’s Ip address to match where only Z may differ from 
the Ip address of the 722)

Steps to configure the Host computer running 722 software:

1. Navigate to the Windows™ Network Connections page: After assigning 
the Ip settings to the 722 and clicking OK you will still be on the “configuration 
Screen”  of the connection wizard (which can no longer find your unit), hit the 
Back button to go to the “Select network Adapter” page and click the Open 
Network Connections button. (you can also open the page by opening the 
Windows Control Panel and clicking the Network Connections icon.) 

2. Right mouse click your local Area connection and choose properties then 
scroll down and highlight “Internet protocol (Tcp / Ip) and click the Properties 
button. now, on the General tab check the radio button for “use the following 
Ip address”.

3. We are going to manually assign our pc to the same subnet as we did our 722, 
so set the Ip address so that if the 722 Ip = 10.X.y.Z then the pc’s Ip address to 
must match where only Z must differ from the Ip address of the 722. 

4. Set the Subnet mask to 255.255.255.0 and the Gateway to 10.X.y.1, where X 
and y are the same number as the 722 and pc’s Ip address.

now click OK and go back to the 780, then run the connection wizard, and VoylA, 
you should now have a connection with the Deuce 722.

WARNING: It is extremely important that the “special” Ip setting get documented and 
saved!!! If you lose your “special” Ip settings and call big brother at Symetrix support 
to help you unlock / connect to your “secured” 722, we will have two options for 
you: 1) Reset the unit to factory settings using the hardware reset switch next to the 
Ethernet port or 2) Start guessing what numbers you used for X and y, there are only 
65,025 possibilities, so you may want to get started.

Example
Ip address = 10.44.221.101
Subnet mask = 255.255.255.0
Gateway = 0.0.0.0
722 software Connection Wizard>Device 
Properties

Example of the Host PC IP settings:
Ip address = 10.44.221.150
Subnet mask = 255.255.255.0
Gateway = 10.44.221.1
Windows™ Network Connection>TCP/IP 
Properties page


